N-Motion has corrected 2 serious issues with our kitchen granite countertops over the last
18 months.
Unfortunately last year I accidently damaged our black granite countertop from an acid
product that I had sitting on the counter. It left a large white area about 10 inches in
diameter, and in a very prominent location on top of it all. After spending quite a bit of
time researching optional companies on the internet, I made an appointment with NMotion. My husband and I were extremely impressed with Kevin Hudson’s
professionalism, depth of knowledge, and positive and realistic focus. Kevin had a lot of
special, graduated discs that he methodically utilized to remove the acid stain. As Kevin
explained over the phone prior to the appointment, the process took about 2 hours. I
cannot emphasize enough how relieved and thrilled we were to see our granite perfectly
restored. After the work was done, we talked for a little bit about the extensive research
and constant education that Kevin and his crew invest their time and money in to stay on
top of continual new materials and processes on the market. The one that especially got
my attention is a new process to remove stains from marble and also use an amazing
process to protect the marble from stains for 15 years. (We don’t have marble, but I
would think that this would be something that anyone with marble would invest in. Pretty
amazing.)
Then a couple weeks ago N-Motion came back to restore the edging on our kitchen
granite. Our granite is at least 15 years old so probably was not prepared by the advanced
fabrication that is now available. The quarter round edging had many scratchy and rough
edges, and all of this rough edging has actually ruined many of my blouses and sweaters
from leaning against the counter when (constantly) cooking. Very upsetting! So Kevin
with N-Motion completely corrected the edging. He prepped the lower cabinets with
plastic to protect them – and used a water type sander with a number of varied round
discs so we wouldn’t have dust in the kitchen/house from the sanding. Our countertop is
now fully restored, thank goodness!
Kevin is the owner of N-Motion. He is extremely professional, courteous, honest,
KNOWLEDGABLE, and focused on giving the best customer service. My husband and I
completely trust him and highly recommend his company.
I don’t ever give my phone number for recommendations, but I made an exception for NMotion because we were so impressed on all counts.
Ann B.
Roswell, Georgia

